
Round Grove Products Installation Instructions 

1. Unload unit from trailer using appropriately rated equipment and the built-in fork-hole
access on each product.

2. If the unit has an extension, then it can be installed before placing at final location or
later, when placed at final location, based on individual site constraints.  Fasteners are
inside the hardware box. Please refer to chimney extension installation instructions
below.

3. With the appropriately rated equipment, transport the unit to the desired location and
set onto a prefinished cement footer. A 4″ concrete slab for smaller fireplaces and 6″
concrete slab for larger fireplaces is recommended, as a minimum. Of course, local soil
conditions and/or local building ordinances may require a more robust alternative.

4. Once the unit is in place, lagging the unit into the cement footer is optional, if
desired.

5. If hearth is separate from unit, please refer to the hearth attachment instructions
below.

6. The fork-hole access panel covers and fasteners are inside the hardware box.  Attach
each panel cover to the steel frame on the front and back of the unit using the pack of
16 1” self-tapping screws—4 screws each.

7. The chimney cap included in the hardware box should be installed immediately.  It
can be screwed into place using the frictional fasteners included or it can be screwed
into place, if desired.

Instructions for Assembling a Chimney Extension 

Follow ladder safety protocols. Check out the chimney extension installation video at 
https://roundgroveproducts.com/brick-oven-videos/.   

Round Grove Products chimney extensions are designed to sit on top of fireplaces and 
brick ovens.  There are two primary connections that need to be completed before the 
access panels can be closed up: 1) extension-to-fireplace connections and 2) internal 
flue pipe connections.  



Identify these components of the system: 
#1-Fireplace 
#2-Pipe Attached to Fireplace 
#3-Pipe Located in Extension 
#4-Extension 
#5-Panel Cover 
#6-Fork Hole Locations  
#7-Chimney Cap 

1. Lift the extension (4) above the fireplace (1) using the fork access pockets (6).

2. There is a steel support strut holding the chimney flue (3) inside the extension. The
flue is loose and designed to slip together with the existing pipe on the fireplace.
Holding onto the chimney flue, remove the steel strut that is holding the chimney flue
inside the extension. Once this strut is removed, hold onto the flue until the extension is
in place.

3. Lower the extension down onto the fireplace. Center the extension to be flush and
plumb with the sides. Each extension is pre-fitted in our workshop, so it should be flush
and plumb when connected.



4. Once the extension is flush and plumb with the fireplace, fasten the extension onto
the fireplace permanently with the ½” self-tapping screws provided in the hardware box.
Four screws per side. Pre-drilling may be necessary.

5. Now connect the chimney flue pipes together. These can be secured with a fastener
to keep them aligned permanently.

6. With the extension permanently secured and the flues connected permanently, now
the access covers (5) can be installed and fastened with the screws provided.

Hearth Attachment Instructions 

1.When fireplace (1) is set into position place hearth (2) in front of fireplace with the
prefinished top up as shown in drawing.

2.Using the 16 ½” self-tapping screws included in the hardware box to attach the hearth
to the steel frame (4).

3. Attach the hearth cover (3) with 8 1” self-tapping screws.



Woodbox/Cabinet Installation Instructions 

1. Place woodbox/cabinet in desired location.

2. If attaching to fireplace, connector plates are provided: 2 in front, 2 in back; 4 in total.

3. Fasten plate on both units with the 1” screws provided, 6 per connector.

4. These plates can be bent by hand to allow for installation at angles, if desired.

Finishing the Surfaces 

1. These are outdoor products and will be subject to severe weather and humidity
changes so extra precautions are necessary to prolong the useful life of these
products.

2. Each unit has been scratch-coated with a brush finish.  This surface is temporary
until a finish veneer can be applied.  Round Grove Products recommends
finishing the surface using full-bed stone, veneer stone, or cultured stone.
Stucco is also a suitable finish.
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3. If full-bed stone or brick is used, Round Grove Products recommends at least a 1" 
offset from the surface to prevent grout line cracking as the fireplace and/or brick oven will 
expand and contract during the heating and cooling cycles.

4. The top of the chimney extension MUST be finished to manage water penetration 
behind the veneer or within the extension.  Round Grove Products recommends using cap 
stones on the top of the chimney extension or pitching a cement cap from a high point 
near the chimney cap downward to the outer perimeter and covering the tops of the 
veneer finish.  The pitch of the cement should be greater than 1/2" drop per 24" of 
horizontal space.  Failure to finish the chimney top will VOID the manufacturer's warranty.

5. Aluminum flashing where vertical surfaces meet horizontal surfaces is recommended.

6. Angled surfaces can be finished in either veneer or cap stones.  Water penetration is
the #1 cause for failures not covered by warranty, so cap stones are preferred.

7. Be mindful of preventing moisture from pooling in crevices or grout lines.  Keep the
firebox as dry as possible.  Freezing and thawing is the #2 cause for failures not covered
by warranty.  Grout lines between bricks and veneer stones will crack when absorbed
moisture freezes and thaws or when absorbed moisture transitions to vapor (steam) when
burning wood in the firebox.  Periods of high atmospheric humidity also result in absorbed
moisture into grout lines.

8. Routine Maintenance:  Cracked grout lines require removal of any deteriorated mortar
to a depth of 1/4" to 3/4" inch and repointing with refractory mortar.  This is an integral
maintenance task that will preserve the structural integrity of the fireplace brickwork.
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